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Snowed in since 1920

Bringing
Big City Life
to Farmville

CHECK OUT ROTUNDA STUDIOS
@ RotundaStudios on Twitter and
Rotunda Studios on Facebook
Vol. 92, Number 17

Longwood University alumnus and
San Diego artist Monty Montgomery
paints a bright cityscape in Bedford
Hall 16 years after his graduation,

SEE Page 3

Longwood student charged
with Arson of an Occupied
Dwelling,

Chamber Music brings Terra
Voce Concert to Molnar
Recital Hall,

SEE Page 3

SEE Page 8
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Snow Results in University Closing Snow

More on the Class Cancellation Process Closings
Michelle Goldchain
News Editor

were canceled Jan. 21 at 2 p.m. with
a delayed opening the day after at 10
a.m.
Chief of Longwood University
Once again this semester,
Police
Department (LUPD) Bob
Longwood
University
closed
Beach
described
the event, saying,
due to inclement weather. From
“It
was
a
significant
event for us in
Wednesday, Feb. 12 to Friday, Feb. 14,
the
region.”
classes were canceled with various
Students, faculty and staff were
facilities on campus closing early or
alerted
of the school closings and
delaying openings throughout the
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by
emails from Vice President
week.
for
Student
Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson,
Students, faculty and staff were
the
Longwood
University webpage
advised to move their vehicles to any
and
Facebook
page,
as well as the
Longwood parking lot other than
alert
system,
e2campus.
Bristow by 5 p.m. on Wednesday.
Beach stated that the process
Only a few weeks earlier, classes
of closing the campus
in reaction to inclement
weather is made by what he
referred to as, “The Weather
Events Team.”
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Maintenance David Love,
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monitors when the events begin to
affect the campus and then contact
Beach and the other staff members
to evaluate what the “operational
stance” of the university should be.
With
the
communication
maintained with the meteorologist
on hand, Beach said, “We do the best
we can.”
By 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
Beach stated that it was expected
for the weather to worsen, which
did occur, further stating that traffic
accidents and road closings had
begun to occur only an hour later.
At first, Beach said that he was
worried for the students, especially
those who were sledding as well as
a few students who he claimed built
snowmen on Iler Field, only to later
tackle them.
“I didn’t know if it would become
out of hand,” he said.
Despite this, Beach said, “People
were acting very, very responsibly.”
On Feb. 19, 2012 as well as Nov.
14, 2012, the first snow fall in the
school semester resulted in couches
being lit on fire.
In an article printed on Feb. 21, 2012
in The Rotunda, Beach described
the actions as “sophomoric.”
In terms of how the student body
behaved this semester, Beach said, “I
was so proud of the students.”
Beach reported that there were no
reports of injury, few complaints
and no couch fires.
Due to the good behavior of the
students, Town Manager Gerald
Spates suggested Beach as well as
Chief of Farmville Police Department
Doug Mooney to close Buffalo Street
from traffic to allow the students to
sled safely.
Beach emphasized, “That was a
gift given to us by the town,” and
that there is no likelihood that the
same “gift” will be given with each
school closing.
Throughout Wednesday through
Friday, the LUPD worked 18-hour
days with some staff members
sleeping on the floors, reported
Beach.
“There was a lot of hard work done
to make sure this place was safe and
up to speed, and I’m very proud of
them all, and I’m very proud of the
students for how they responded to
all this,” Beach said.
*With additional reporting by Editorin-Chief Becca Lundberg

Timeline
Wednesday
11:56 a.m.: In a campuswide email, Longwood
University officials announce that it will close
at 4 p.m. that day
12:01 p.m.: In another
campus-wide email, the
university announces
that it will be closed on
Thursday. One minute
later, in another email,
the school also confirms
that the men’s basketball
game against Winthrop
will take place as scheduled
1 p.m.: A Winter Storm
Warning goes into effect
for Prince Edward County
1:58 p.m.: The Farmville
Area Bus (FAB) announces they will not operate
on Thursday.
3:30- 4 p.m.: The first
flakes of snow hit campus, and the storm increases in severity by the
minute.

Thursday
12:52 p.m.: The Rotunda
reports that Longwood
will be closed on Friday.
1:08 p.m.: The university confirms the earlier
report that they would
close on Friday.
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Longwood Student
Charged with Arson
Becca Lundberg
Editor-in-Chief
The Farmville Police Department
(FPD) has charged Longwood
University student Briana Person
with Arson to an Occupied
Dwelling following a Feb. 9 fire on
the 100 block of High Street during
a party. Patrick Orville Amick, a Fort
Bragg, N.C. resident who is in the
United States Army, faces the same
charges.
According to an FPD press release,
officers responded to the arson
at approximately 12:18 a.m. FPD
Chief of Police Doug Mooney told
The Rotunda that the arson “would
have ended up with fatalities” if
not for the actions of a Longwood
University student who put out the
fire with his hands. Mooney said
the student received second-degree
burns to his hands as a result and
called him a hero.
Mooney said Person and Amick
were asked to leave the party. The
student discovered the fire at the
corner of the house shortly after the
pair left.
Following witness interviews

and other evidence, Mooney
said detectives obtained enough
evidence
to
arrest
Person
and Amick. This was a joint
investigation between the FPD and
the Longwood University Police
Department (LUPD).
Person is currently being held
without
bond
in
Piedmont
Regional Jail, while Amick is held
without bond at North Carolina’s
Cumberland County Detention
Center pending extradition to
Virginia.
According to Code of Virginia
18.2-77, “Burning or destroying
dwelling house, etc.,” Arson to an
Occupied Dwelling is “a felony,
punishable by imprisonment for life
or for any period not less than five
years and, subject to subdivision g
of § 18.2-10, a fine of not more than
$100,000.”
Mooney said the FPD will continue
to accept any tips regarding the
arson and individuals involved.
Individuals with information about
the incident can reach the FPD at
434-392-3332 and the LUPD at 434395-2091.

News Briefly

Alumnus Returns to
LU to Create Mural
Kayla Baldino
Features Editor
A big name in art returns to a little
town to make a permanent statement
in the new Bedford Building. On Feb.
9, the lockers in a hallway on the
first floor were covered in plastic as
Monty Montgomery, who graduated
from Longwood University in 1998,
prepared his workspace for the next
week and a half.
“Mr. Randall Edmonson, who was
my painting instructor here, contacted
me and said that he had spoken
with Dr. McWee, and they wanted to
bring a mural project to Bedford,”
Montgomery explained. “So they
got in touch with me about it, and
that worked out great because I was
already on the east coast doing some
commissions.”
In the 16 years since his graduation,
Montgomery has worked on many
projects in various locations, such
as Boston and Los Angeles, and now
resides in San Diego where he works
with fellow artist Jason Feather on
a collaboration called Kreashun to
create live murals and interior and
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exterior installations.
“We are usually doing walls with
Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas or big things
in San Francisco where you go in and
you have three days. So we are usually
working at such a fast pace, being
watched by hundreds of thousands of
people each day,” Montgomery said.
“But with this, I’ve scheduled the time
to really sit back and be with this piece
of work. I’m spending a week and a
half on this, so just interacting with
everyone is great and I’m even letting
some people pick random colors for
some places on the wall. I’ve really
been able to take my time, so I hope
the students can enjoy it. I wanted to
create something everyone can feel in
different ways, and I’m really pleased
with everyone I’ve come in contact
with.”
The opportunity to paint the mural
inside Bedford brought Montgomery
back to Longwood’s campus for the
first time in 10 years. The school had
since erected new buildings and
undergone many renovations ...
CONTINUED ON PG. 6

The Mill
-Entertain Riverside-

Compiled by News Editor Michelle Goldchain

onemillstreet.net

Local Teen Makes National Headlines

A warm, casual atmosphere

Farmville resident Jewel Moore recently gained attention for starting a
petition for Disney to create plus-size female heroines. In an interview
with The Farmville Herald, Moore said, “I’ve always been interested in how
different groups are portrayed in the media. I’ve noticed a lot of groups
are not given fair representation. I think plus-size people are definitely in
that group. In movies, they’re either stupid or lazy or they’re the villains. If
there’s anything positive, they’re the comedy relief.” Moore was featured
in The Huffington Post, Salon and The Guardian.

David Whitus to run for Farmville Mayor
Farmville town councilman David Whitus announced that he is running
for Mayor of the Town of Farmville, reported The Southside Messenger.
Whitus is an alumnus of Longwood University and works as Director of
Administration, Marketing and Development at The Woodland.

Longwood 175th Anniversary Legislative
Reception Held at Library of Virginia
In celebration of Longwood University’s 175th anniversary, a legislative
reception was held on Monday at the Library of Virginia in Richmond.
Attendees from Longwood included President W. Taylor Reveley, IV,
members of the Board of Visitors as well as members of the Student
Government Association (SGA). Legislators and cabinet members
included Governor Terry McAuliffe and Secretary of Education Anne
Holton. SGA President Haley Vest commented on the event, saying, “It
was a wonderful meeting. [There were] so many of the individuals that
play an important role in how Virginia is run, and sharing information
about how great Longwood is.”

Three sets of doors lead to the deck overlooking the
Appomattox River. The Mill adjoins High Bridge Trail.
•
•
•
•

Wine Tastings                                  •
New Year’s Eve Parties        •
Social Functions                   •
Weddings/Showers               •

For reservation package
or information:
Call Linda Yoder at
Yoder Properties
(434) 547-7076

Christmas Parties                      
Birthdays/Anniversaries   
Cocktail Parties               
Community/Civic Gatherings          
Find us at:
One Mill Street
Ground Floor
Farmville, VA 23901
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SGA Discusses Facilities, RCL Deadlines and
Promotion of Graduate Student Involvement

Becca Lundberg
Editor-in-Chief
The Feb. 18 Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting began
promptly at 3:45 p.m. before Vice
President Steven Sommer called
for a five minute recess because

the Senate did not meet quorum.
However, the SGA reconvened at
3:54 p.m. and temporarily dismissed
the
Student-Athlete
Advisory
Committee (SAAC) Representative
position, which has been vacant this
semester. This allowed the SGA to
meet the quorum requirements of 29
out of 43 senators present. Sommer
later confirmed that a new SAAC
representative will be appointed this
week.
To begin open forum, Auditor
O’Neishea Edmonds reported that
Facilities did an excellent job of
taking care of the snow following this
week’s winter storm. Press Secretary
Natalie Joseph will send Facilities a
thank you note for their services.
Senator John McCullough
expressed concerns about squatting
days
for
Longwood-managed

apartments. The deadline has passed
and he did not feel these dates were
advertised enough.
However, Residential and
Commuter Life (RCL) Representative
Tristan Cunningham said RCL
advertised
housing
deadlines
in Dorrill Dining Hall for a few
consecutive weeks
McCullough said he would
appreciate
clearer
advertising
specifically for squatting days in the
future.
Graduate Student Representative
Chelsea Carroll said a graduate
student who would like to become
more involved on campus has
been rejected by undergraduate
organizations. Carroll requested
more opportunities for graduate
students to become part of
organizations.

Senator Joe Gills reported that
the paint on some Princeps crowns
around campus is worn and that it
would be nice to see fresh paint due
to Longwood University’s upcoming
175th Anniversary celebration. He
added that the Vine Street Parking
Lot is extremely muddy after rain
storms.
Treasurer Alex Julian did not have
a Student Finance Committee (SFC)
report because last week’s inclement
weather resulted in the cancellation
of the SFC meeting. However, SFC
will reconvene this Thursday at 6
p.m. in the Amelia Room of Lankford
Student Union.
Next Tuesday, the SGA will meet in
the BC Rooms of the Student Union
at 3:45 p.m. to continue discussing
issues affecting the student body.

Charges Pending for Sunchase Shooting
Victim released from VCU Medical Center
Becca Lundberg
Editor-in-Chief

Following the Feb. 11 shooting at Sunchase
Apartments, the Farmville Police Department
(FPD) reported in a Feb. 12 press release that the
victim’s gunshot wound was not life threatening.
The injury was a result of a domestic dispute
between a father and son.
Neither individuals were affiliated with
Longwood University.
According to the press release, the father shot

his son with a taser. The son then shot his father
with a handgun.
The father was initially taken to Southside
Community Hospital for his injuries before being
transported to Virginia Commonwealth University
Medical Center in Richmond.
FPD Chief of Police Doug Mooney confirmed
on Feb. 18 that the father has been released from
the hospital. Mooney said charges are currently
pending. He said both individuals involved were
adults.
Mooney said information about any possible

arrests and warrants is set for confirmation this
afternoon. At press time, these details were not
available.
On the night of the shooting, Dr. Tim Pierson,
vice president for Student Affairs, sent an email to
all students. At the time, the details regarding the
domestic dispute had not been released.
Check therotundaonline.com this evening
and next week’s print edition of The Rotunda
for updates regarding the charges, as well as
information on Sunchase Apartments’ policies for
residents.
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Panel of Speakers Reminds Students about ‘Why
Philosophy Matters’ and to Never Stop Questioning

Photo By: Contributor Baylee Holloran

Photo By: Contributor Baylee Holloran

“Why Philosophy Matters” is the fifth event in the Human Beings series of discussion panels. The speakers (left to right) Dr. Mark Lukas, Dr.
Derek Taylor and student Jaclyn LeDoux converse over the importance in the study of philosophy within the classroom and in the world.
Kelynn Keegan
Opinion Editor
In the hush of the Hull Auditorium
Monday evening, Assistant Professor
of Philosophy Dr. Mark Lukas,
Associate Professor of English Dr.
Derek Taylor and President of the
Philosophy Club Jaclyn LeDoux led
a discussion that asked students and
faculty in attendance to consider
what role philosophy plays in the
world today.
With attention to the rapid
standardization of education and
rise of technology, all three panelists
stressed the importance of abstract
thought.
Particularly in an age that places

the highest values on data and
quantitative figures and often
neglects analytical thinking.
Lukas opened the evening with
a short lecture on the fundamental
reasons philosophy should be
studied by students, particularly at a
university level.
He pointed to a mass of
data collected from common
standardized tests, including the
LSATs, and demonstrated how
philosophy majors consistently
scored higher than any other major,
even those who study pre-law as
undergraduates.
Lukas continued to stress the
importance of philosophy in its
inherent ability to make people

consider fundamental questions,
including “Why does it matter?” and
“What is life?”
Taylor and LeDoux built on these
ideas, emphasizing the lack of
abstract thought in today’s world.
Schools tend to teach strictly
that which can be tested or what is
definitively accurate or false.
They generally do not have
discussions of what it means for
things to be right or wrong, moral or
immoral, or explore the meanings of
words like “justice” or “freedom” that
inspire deeper thinking.
LeDoux offered that students
often aren’t challenged to consider
deeper levels of thought, and as such,
it might not be a natural inclination

to do so.
Lukas added how it’s important
to spend time reading and exploring
academic interests, and not to
indulge too much in television.
Following
the
panelists’s
presentations, the audience had the
opportunity to ask questions.
The lecture was the fifth in a
six-panel series that highlights the
contributions of the humanities and
explores the different disciplines
within the broad scope of the
humanities.
The final panel will take place in
Hull Auditorium at 7 p.m. on March
10 and will answer the question
“Why do World Languages Matter?”

NPHC Greek Organizations Perform ‘Activity Hour’

Photos By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Members of Longwood University’s NPHC greek organizations gathered in front of Lankford Student Union on Monday, Feb. 17 for their event
“Activity Hour.” Senior and brother of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. Chris Carter stated, “It’s where NPHC goes out on a common place on
campus, has fun and plays music. While having fun, we are informing people about what NPHC is and the individual organizations.”
[Left] Savannah Ducri, Charity Smith and Taylor Sims represent Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority with their performance. [Right] Tristan Cunningham, Chris Carter and Steven Brown of Phi Beta Sigma perform on behalf of their fraternity.
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Mural in Bedford
CONTINUED FROM PG. 3
including the Bedford addition which was
opened in 2011 and fully completed by the fall
semester of 2012.
“This building [Bedford] is just amazing
now. It’s almost brand new and my mural is
permanent, so it’s just super special. I started my
career here, so it’s amazing to be working right
here, especially at night when it all lights up, and
I just stare out that window. So many memories
come back, and I feel like I was just here. Time
flies, as they say, but it’s just neat to think of how
everything started. It’s full circle in a beautiful
way. I feel so at home here, and this was my
beginning. It’s where I started taking things
seriously and realizing what I wanted to do with
art, and how I wanted to do it and started trying
to chart my course.”
Montgomery had originally planned to
complete the mural installation on Feb. 16, but
inclement weather caused the school to close
for two days.
This may have caused slight delays, but
Montgomery said that he was able to work on the
mural through the cancellations. This ultimately
led to his decision to stay for a few more days
in order to attend the art department’s faculty
exhibition on Friday, Feb. 21.
“A lot of my past instructors are in that show,
and it was actually Mr. Edmonson who gave
me my first painting class here,” he said. “I had
Mr. Christopher Register and Mr. Springer for
illustration too. I talked to Mr. Edmonson, and
we worked it out so that I am able to stay a little
longer because I got everything taken care of in
San Diego.”
With this extra time, Montgomery said that
he is making the whole mural more complicated.
He said, “Longwood is my alma mater, and I’m
really honored and so thankful to be here. I just

wanted to give it some extra love and so now it’s
going to be done by Friday.”
When Montgomery was planning out the wall’s
design, he first had to check out the wall and
sketch his possible ideas. Even though Farmville
is a small town, he chose a cityscape design with
many bright colors behind the purple buildings
and art lockers. The lockers were actually one of
the first parts of the wall that he had to consider
when sketching out designs.
“I felt like they looked like electric boxes in the
city, so I wanted to utilize them in the design
that way. I really wanted a city vibe. I grew up in
Louisa, which is like a two stoplight town and I
loved it, but I always knew as a kid I wanted to
experience the city later in my life,” Montgomery
explained.
He contined, “I’ve lived in Boston, spent time
in Brooklyn, and now I’ve been in San Diego
for six years. When I go to a city, I can find such
great energy for my work. So I wanted to express
that but also for the students. Not to sound
cheesy about it, but this is a small town, and I
was a small town kid who came here and made
it. This represents a ‘Go get it,’ outlook. You can
stay small town for the rest of your life, but if you
want something, go for it. I wanted to get to the
city, I wanted to explode and experience it all.”
A wall filled with students’ work shares the hall
with Montgomery’s mural. He believes that this
ties in well with his concept because he wants
to positively affect, as well as involve, as many
people as possible through his latest work.
He explained how he let his environment and
the people he’s met guide his progress over the
past week. “The fractal color design is something
I’ve never done in my life, and I really wanted to
because I just love how color relationships make
you feel. I didn’t really know what colors were

going to go where until I really stood back and
said, ‘That is going to be granny apple green’
or ‘That’s going to be poison yellow,’ and all of
these different colors that I’ve wanted to use
to make the audience react in a weird way. It’s
been kind of fun making myself react, trying to
make others react. So it’s really been changing
the color to how I feel when I’m ready to do that
section. No color up here was planned at all
other than how I knew the buildings were going
to be purple to represent a funky city. If you get
up close, you can see the brush strokes on the
windows, and everything else is super smooth.
Instead of measuring out the windows and
making them perfect, like how everything else is,
I really wanted to make them original and kidlike and bring a little fun to the city.”
Montgomery has spent almost all of his time
here at Longwood in that hallway working on
his mural, but he has not been alone. Curious
students and faculty members regularly stop
by to ask questions, admire the progress, take
pictures or just talk. According to Montgomery,
the interactions have been a huge part of his
most recent experience on Longwood’s campus.
“I haven’t really taken any breaks on my
own. When I get a break it’s for photographs,
interviews and really talking to students, which
has been a really big part of this. That’s why I’m
here. I’m honored and thankful to be here. Like I
told my instructors and Dr. McWee, I want to be
speaking to the classes, and students have been
coming by to sit and talk to me and ask questions.
That’s what I want to give back because this is so
important to me.”
The mural installation will be completed by
Friday, Feb. 21. The artist’s statement and more
information is already available in Bedford.

Photos By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Longwood University commissioned former student Monty Montgomery to paint a mural in the main floor hallway of Bedford. Montgomery’s
mural is an abstract skyline design that emphasizes line and color. Montgomery’s company, Kreashun, co-owned with Jason Feather, is based
out of San Diego. Montgomery and his partner create murals in cities all over the world, including Las Vegas, Boston and New York City.
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‘SNOW’ Much fun
at longwood!

features at
a glance

Longwood students Shelley Heaney and Hilary Gladstone built the pictured snowman, who they named
Henry. They were later appalled to find out that people
knocked him down, so they rebuilt a smaller version of
him, according to Gladstone.
Building snowmen is only one way that students enjoyed the snow days. Many students went sledding down
the many hills on campus, getting creative with what they
used as their sleds. Longwood dining trays were handed
out to students at the basketball game on Wednesday, and
many students used those trays to ride on.
Snowball fights were another fun activity that students
could be found taking part in.

• longwood secrets

For a second year, the anonymous secrets
of Longwood University’s students will
be placed on display for everyone to read
in Ruffner Hall. The cards were available
until Feb. 13 and will be open for viewing
on Feb. 20.

• zuzu dancers

Photo Courtesy: Hilary Gladstone

Don’t be a Victim: RAD Classes Work
to Defend against Sexual Assault
Jessica Godart
Contributor
College-aged women are four
times more likely to be sexually
assaulted and 85 percent of rapes
on campuses are committed by
acquaintances or date rape.
These statistics are possibly two
of the most important ones shown
in the Rape Aggression Defense
(RAD) pamphlet.
The Longwood University Police
Department hands out these
pamphlets to teach females the
simple statistics that have come
out about sexual assaults.
The basic self-defense women’s
class for this spring semester
began Wednesday, Feb. 5. The
course will continue over the next
four weeks, meeting once a week
for three hours at a time.
The sessions are taught by
Sergeant Ray Ostrander, a Certified
RAD Instructor with the Farmville
PD.
“They see they can defend
themselves if they do get in a
situation and they’re not helpless
and also that they learn some
valuable educational material that
we give out,” he said.
Ostrander added, “It’s just a lot
of small things but it’s things that
you can not only carry with you
here at Longwood but long after
you leave here.”
Ostrander is accompanied by
investigator John Thompson who
has retired from Longwood PD but

still helps on a volunteer basis.
Senior Emergency Coordinator
Melissa VanRomondt also works
with Ostrander and Thompson.
The RAD program began in
2001 and a class is offered every
semester to students and faculty,
but if someone out the campus
wants to come in, they are generally
allowed.
10 students are currently taking
the class and the average usually
stays around that number.
While Thompson originally
coordinated
the
training,
Ostrander took over three years
ago after Thompson’s retirement.
“[The classes] were really helpful
and let you know different ways
that you can protect yourself if an
attacker ever comes after you,” said
graduate student Caitlin Brennan.
“It was very informative and
allowed all of the participants to
get hands-on experience with how
to actually do the moves,” Brennan
added.
During the first night of the class,
students deal with paperwork and
go over safety procedures on how
to reduce the risk of becoming a
victim.
By the second session, the
hands-on tactical training begins.
Ostrander hopes the class gives
females a place to learn defense.
Ostrander receives little monetary
help from the school, receiving
some funding from the Student
Government Association (SGA)
for manuals and supplies, and

money from the university for the
equipment.
The class comes free to all its
students.
Three years ago brand new
equipment was given to the
program including two aggressor
suits and eight student suits.
The aggressor suit has thicker
material and is worn mainly by
Ostrander so that, on the final
night of the class, the students get
to “beat [him] up,” according to
Ostrander.
The student suit comes set with
hand gear, elbow pads, knee pads,
chest protector and head gear.
“We try to make sure that they’re
well-guarded and well-protected,”
said Ostrander.
Students act as safe-guarders as
well. Once they have completed
their hands-on combat, they stand
with the others to cheer and make
sure no padding slips, helping to
ensure the safety of the students.
Freshman Hannah Throckmorton
missed the start date of the class
but said she was still interested for
the next session.
“I have always wanted to take
a self-defense course and what
better time than now? Also it’s nice
that it is free,” said Throckmorton.
While the current session has
already begun, if enough students
show interest in the class to
Ostrander, another could be
added.

On Feb. 13, the Black Student Association
brought in the African ZuZu Dancers
to celebrate Black History Month. The
dancers incorporated different props
like hoops and jump ropes in their
presentation.

• philosophy matters

On Monday, Feb. 17, the “Why Philosophy
Matters” lecture featured Dr. Mark Lukas,
Dr. Derek Taylor, and Jaclyn LeDoux. It
stressed the importance of philosophy
across different disciplines.

• foreign film viewing

On Tuesday, Feb. 18, the Longwood
International Film Festival presented the
Spanish “La nina de tus ojos,” which was
subtitled in English. This was an extra
credit opportunity for some classes.

• wellness fair

Today, Wednesday, Feb. 19, the Realistic
Resolutions Wellness Fair will be held in
the fitness center on its rescheduled date.
Students will be able to learn health tips
and have free screenings for hearing.

• internship seminar

On Thursday, Feb. 20, Business and
Economics students will have the
opportunity to attend a seminar about
the internship process and given
information about open positions.

• the rotunda’s spirit night

On Saturday, Feb. 22, from 5-7 p.m. The
Rotunda will be holding a spirit night
fundraiser at Moe’s.

*If you would like an event featured, please send the information to
rotundastories@gmail.com with “Features Glance” in the subject line.
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The Terra Voce Concert Wows Audiences with an
Instrumental Collaboration of Cello, Flute and Piano
Mary Callender
A&E Editor

Students, faculty and community members
gathered in Molnar Recital Hall on Monday at 7:30
p.m. for a very special treat. Faculty member and
flutist Elizabeth Brightbill joined her husband
Andrew Gabbert on cello and Maria Yefimova on
piano to put together the third Chamber Music
concert entitled Terra Voce.
Without any introduction, Brightbill and Gabbert began the concert with a light, slow piece titled “Aria and Variation I from The Goldberg Variations.” This piece featured multiple legato runs on
the flute, a few tradeoffs of melody between the
flute and cello and an interesting sound altogether.
Originally, the piece was written for piano, but
Brightbill and Gabbert arranged it into a beautiful
duet.
After a quick introduction of the second piece
titled “Llef for Flute and Cello,” the two were at it
again. Like the previous song, this wasn’t originally composed for cello and flute. In fact, it was
actually written for a Japanese flute, known as a
shakuhachi. The title, “Llef” means a cry from the
heart.
The piece began slowly with dramatic dynamic
changes, and then alternated between a calmer
state and a thicker, more dramatic feel.
This dramatic feeling was carried over into the
next piece known as “Selections from Histoire de

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Cellist Andrew Gabbert and flutist Elizabeth Brightbill perform in the Chamber Music Series.
Tango for Flute and Cello.” The three parts to this
song followed the history of the tango and were
not only dramatic but also featured a fun, Latin
flair.
At one point, it even looked like some of the audience members were about to get up and dance.

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Brightbill and Gabbert play “Aria and Variation I from The Goldberg Variations.”

This piece wasn’t only beautiful, but incredibly
detail oriented, and the fingers of the instrumentalists were almost a blur.
The couple continued their exploration of Latin
pieces in their next song from north eastern Brazil. Originally written for accordion and drums,
this song was about a bird. Therefore, there were
lots of high squeaks and repetitive measures.
Nonetheless, the audience was entertained.
After a brief intermission, the couple was
joined by a piano accompanist to finish out the
last three songs on the program. The first song,
titled “Milonga Azure,” was much different from
the lively Latin songs at the beginning of the program. There were many dramatic swells in this
slow, smooth piece that gave a dreamy sensation.
However, the dreaminess didn’t last very long;
the next piece, “On a Clear Morning,” began loudly with all three instruments moving quickly in
harmony.
With a slight bang, the mood seemed to
change and everything seemed to be calm again.
The song continued to alternate between these
two feelings, making the song seem like it was telling a story with a very loud and dramatic ending.
The trio finished off their beautiful concert
with a “Trio for Flute, Cello and Piano.” This trio
consisted of countless dynamic changes, and dramatic runs in every instrument. Many times, the
audience seemed to be left at a sort of cliffhanger
before the trio slowly moved into the next melody
of the piece.
Like the previous song, this one featured
many mood changes and diverse styles throughout that constantly kept the audience on their
toes.
Overall, it was a beautiful concert, the songs
were very diverse and it was a beautiful mesh of
two already amazing instruments.
This was the third in the Chamber Music Series
funded by Longwood University. The next Chamber Music Series concert will be in April and will
feature a string quartet.
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‘The Trojan Women’: A Beautiful Tragedy
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
After two nights of cancelled
shows due to the infamous
“snowmageddon,” the Longwood
University Theatre Department
was finally able to put on their
debut performance of “The Trojan
Women” on Saturday night at 7 p.m.
As the crowd waited for the show to
begin, many remarks could be heard
around the theatre, complimenting
the simple yet beautiful set. The
setup in the CSTAC Mainstage
Theatre was designed to resemble
the aftermath of the Trojan War in
the city of Troy around 415 B.C. With
artfully painted stones, ragged cloth
draped from the balcony and gory

bloodstains splashed at random,
the setting easily took the audience
back in time.
After a short round of applause as
Orchestra Director Dr. Christopher
Swanson entered, the actors
entered the stage and the music
began to swell. The dark and eerie
tones created by the small group
of strings, woodwinds, brass and
keyboard beautifully set the tone for
the tragedy about to commence.
Keep in mind that this play is a
classic, written in early 400 B.C. and
originally meant for an Athenian
audience. That being said, the use
of classical English language was
not exactly easy to understand,
especially for those with little
knowledge of the time period. Not
to mention the fact that the songs

were in Latin.
However, a lack of understanding
of the languages will not keep you
from understanding or enjoying
the play. The actors portrayed the
time period and the struggles of the
women beautifully. The unnerving
music and solemn vocals evoked
the feelings of tragedy and sadness
that correlate with the time period
while also giving an accurate
representation of the struggle.
These actors and actresses had
not had rehearsal for two days prior
to Saturday’s show, but you never
would have known it. It was evident
that they were diligent in rehearsing
their lines, despite the setback of
snow. Therefore, their lines and
dialogue flowed seamlessly all
around.

Also, the songs were magnificent,
featuring strong male and female
lead voices that filled the theatre
with a beautiful noise.
Audience member Jennifer Trate
described her experience at the
play by saying, “I couldn’t really
understand the language, but that
didn’t matter. The actors were able
to convey an overall tone and mood.
It was so amazing, and the music
was beautiful.”
“The Trojan Women” will be
performed again Feb. 20-22 at 7
p.m., as well as Feb. 23 at 3 p.m.
Tickets for Longwood students are
$6, $8 for Faculty/Staff and $10 for
general admission.
This beautiful show is definitely
one you don’t want to miss!

DVDs Out Recently:

From World Leaders and Warriors to Being Lost
at Sea with a Few Crazy Girlfriends along the Way
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
“Diana”: Princess Diana of Wales was one of the most iconic women in the world. Her work for human rights and awareness of the struggles in
Africa opened up eyes around the world. She was not only a princess but a role model and a life changer for so many. This documentary follows her
through her journey after her divorce from Prince Charles. It gives a glimpse into her stressful life full of challenges, heartbreaks and even the secret
relationship that may have cost her her life. “Diana” is a must-see movie that will move even the toughest of guys to tears. (Naomi Watts, Naveen
Andrews, Douglas Hodge, Juliet Stevenson)

“All is Lost”: Robert Redford takes on the unknown elements of the Indian Ocean in this modern day version of “Cast Away.” This man, completely
alone at sea, must fight for survival against the elements as he watches his sailboat sink into the depths of the ocean. Without any emergency contact
or civilization nearby, he unknowingly drives his life raft into a terrible storm. And when it seems like all odds are against him, he somehow is able to
make it out alive, barely. (Robert Redford)

“Ender’s Game”: Set in the future, this film takes place during a war with an alien race known as the Formics. As the Formics quickly advance, the
need for a new commander is imperative. A military student known as Ender earns the right to be a top-flight soldier. Little does he know, the simulations that he’s been practicing with are actually real, and he becomes the hero that saves the earth. This action packed, science fiction fantasy is
definitely one that you don’t want to miss. (Asa Butterfield, Harrison Ford, Ben Kingsley, Hailee Steinfeld)

“Jewtopia”: Cultures and families collide in this romantic comedy full of lies, romance and tons of food. Two childhood friends reunite and join
together on their rush to find the women of their dreams. Chris falls in love with a Jewish girl and the idea that, with her by his side, he’ll never have
to make another decision again. But there’s one little problem; he’s not Jewish. In order to make this work, he enlists the help of his best friend Adam
who is about to marry a woman he can’t stand. This movie is sure to be funny with its giant mesh of cultures, a few crazy girlfriends and tons of embarrassing mishaps. (Ivan Sergei, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jon Lovitz, Joel David Moore)
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WMLU Reveals the Much Anticipated List of
Bands for Spring Weekend’s Bandfest 2014

MURS
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
It’s the moment we’ve all been
waiting for! Or it was. Sunday night
at midnight, WMLU revealed the
lineup for Bandfest 2014. The theme
for this year’s Bandfest is Good Vibes,
and it will feature performances by
Andy Jordan, Noiseheads, Daylight,
MURS, Unwritten Law, SOJA and
JACT.
Noiseheads is a rock band, made
up of three guys just wanting to
play their music. Members of this
alternative rock band from Florida
include: Nick Gray on vocals and
guitar, Greg Nicholas on vocals and

Unwritten Law

Photo Courtesy: www.a3cfestival.com

drums and Joe Gray on bass and
vocals. They recently released their
first album, titled “1994” and are
currently working on their first tour
along the east coast.
Like Noiseheads, Daylight is also a
rock band with a few popular songs
out already. They have been together
since 2007, been on countless
tours, even a few across Europe and
released their first LP album titled
“Jar on Run” in spring 2013. JACT, a
newer rock band will also be gracing
Longwood with their presence for
Bandfest. They were formed in
November 2009 in Suffolk, Va.
Unwritten Law, a rock band formed
in the ‘90s has been playing and

SOJA

Photo Courtesy: www.jornaltudobh.com.br

touring around the world for over
20 years. In that time, they have
released seven studio albums and
performed for Warped Tour.
Getting away from the rock genre,
we have MURS and SOJA. MURS is
a rapper from California who has
been in the music business since
the late ‘90s. In that time period,
he has released eight albums and
is currently working on his ninth.
He has also worked on multiple
collaborations with various hip-hop
artists and has made appearances in
three movies.
And finally we have SOJA, a reggae
band from Arlington, Va. They have
been together since 1997 and sold

Photo Courtesy: 3.bp.blogspot.com

over 200,000 albums while also
completing a few tours. Andy Jordan
is one of Longwood University’s
finest, a junior anthropology major
who specializes in acoustic guitar
music.
According to WMLU Music
Director Jake King, “Bandfest is the
major concert event through WMLU
featuring seven hours of live music
for Longwood University students.”
It will be held from 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
on Friday, April 11 on Lankford Mall.
With this amazing line up of artists,
it’s definitely a night you won’t want
to miss!
*With additional reporting by
Editor-in-Chief Becca Lundberg

Noiseheads

Photo Courtesy: www.blogcdn.com
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On Valentine’s Day,
One Film Proves to be
Endless with Romance

Jessica Godart
Contributor

With “Magic Mike”
fans still reeling from
Alex Pettyfer’s performance in the stripperdrama, the young actor returned for a story
with a little more romance and a lot more
plot.
“Endless Love”
opened in theatres Valentine’s Day and had
couples streaming in to
celebrate their romantic day with Pettyfer
(“Magic Mike,” “About
Time,” “I Am Number Four”) and his onscreen epic love, Gabriella Wilde (“Carrie”).
Wilde and Pettyfer are joined by
Bruce
Greenwood
(“Star Trek,” “Super 8,”
“Flight”), Joely Richardson (“The Patriot,”
“The Girl With the
Dragon Tattoo”), Robert Patrick (“Walk the
Club,” “Trouble With
the Curve,” “Identity
Thief”) and Rhys Wakefield (“The Purge,” “After the Dark”).
After four years of
quiet, distant crushing, the boy from the
wrong side of the track,
David Elliot (Pettyfer),
finally gets the opportunity to talk to the
girl of his dreams: Jade
Butterfield (Wilde). After their first encounter, Jade’s dad Hugh
(Greenwood) is left
with a horrible first impression of David and
he is less than thrilled
that his daughter suddenly wants to see the
boy again.
David’s second
chance at a first impression doesn’t quite
improve his first when
he walks out of a closet
with Jade in front of
their senior class and
her parents’ friends.
The third impression

Hannah Gives ‘Spring
Breakers’ a Positive
Review on ‘Girls’
Elizabeth Stapula
Asst. A&E Editor

Photo Courtesy: thisisinfamous.com

“The film was adapted from the 1979 novel of
the same name.”
still leaves Jade’s father
with
apprehensions
toward him even after
David fixes Jade’s latebrother’s car.
Two days, three encounters and one loss
of innocence later, Jade
and David are inseparable. With two weeks
until Jade leaves for a
summer
internship,
the couple spends every moment they can
together, savoring each
day together.
When she decides
to stay with David rather than go to the internship, though, Hugh
is less than accepting
and picks up the family and retreats to their
summer lake house.
Finally away from
David, Hugh hopes
that Jade will move on
– until David shows
up per Jade’s invitation and is allowed to
stay with Jade’s mom,
Anne’s (Richardson),
permission.
As the days move
forward on the vacation, Hugh becomes
less and less trusting
of David as David’s respect for Hugh shatters
at the same time.
Even with her father’s disapproval, David and Jade refuse to
give up on each other,
even when a restraining order issued by

Hugh forces them
apart. With no contact,
Jade leaves for college
and David continues
his work at his father’s
shop.
Secrets, passion and
lies force the Butterfields apart.
In the two years
since Jade’s brother’s
death, the family has
always seemed together, in love.
It only takes one
love for everything
to reach the surface,
though, and while one
romance crumbles, another grows stronger.
The film was adapted from the 1979 novel
of the same name by
Scott Spencer.
It was also a remake
of the original adaption of the same name
from 1983. Both attempts, however, have
failed at portraying the
story on screen. Spencer has commented on
the films and expressed
his disappointment in
the adaptions.
While the film was a
romantic stereotype of
young love it still maintained a better storyline and relationship
than that in Pettyfer’s
“Magic Mike.”
Standing alone, the
movie was loving and
a tear-jerker, but it
proved to be another

Hannah, Marnie, Shoshanna and
Jessa finally reunite in this week’s
episode of “Girls” titled, “Beach
House,” which incidentally takes
place at a beach house, location
making up for lack of plot. Marnie
organizes the getaway in order to
rekindle their friendship. She pulls
out all the stops, assigning rooms
and making intricate meals, to
facilitate a heart-to-heart of forgiveness. Of course, nothing goes
according to Marnie’s meticulous
plan.
The episode focuses on following
the girls through the not-Hamptons whilst wearing bathing suits.
Hannah (played by Lena Dunham),
in all her glory, wears a tiny bikini,
which is neither here nor there except that of course she gets gawked
and giggled at by a group of facetious gay boys.
Dunham’s body has received
much on and off screen attention
throughout the seasons. It’s been
referred to as looking like a “plastic
bag full of wet chicken breasts” and
in an interview with a reporter from
TheWrap, Dunham was questioned
and criticized for her excessive nakedness that had “no purpose” due
to its inability to “titillate people.”
Her nakedness is often purposefully awkward in efforts to portray,
in Dunham’s own words, “a realistic expression of what it’s like to be
alive.” Even if her nudity has been
excessive in the past, you have to
give the show props for desensitizing the female form to the more
conservative American audience.
In any case, criticism off screen

clearly fuels Dunham’s writing, as is
evident in Hannah’s confrontation
with said nay-saying boys, one of
which happens to be an ex-friend
from a previous season.
The girls reunite and resolve
that the boys will come back to the
beach house to bring good vibes to
the girls who are drained of all vitality.
For some reason they then do
a choreographed dance in the
kitchen. The rest of the day is spent
naked in the pool and drinking
various cocktails. Silly theatrics are
substituted for quality dialogue.
It all comes to a head after dinner
though when Shoshanna gets fed
up and proceeds to call each of the
girls out on their fatal flaws.
She calls out Hannah for being
a “f------ narcissist,” then Marnie
on her cooking, which apparently
made duck taste “like a used condom” and Jessa on her “AA bull----.”
Ending her tirade, she called the
whole group out, saying, “You guys
never listen to me. You treat me like
I’m a f------ cab driver. Seriously
you have entire conversations in
front of me like I’m invisible. And
sometimes I wonder if my social
anxiety is holding me back from
meeting the people who would be
actually right for me instead of a
bunch of f------ whiny nothings as
friends.”
These harsh realities are a huge
(seemingly inevitable) blow to their
already floundering friendship,
perhaps beyond reconciliation.
On a side note, Hannah also
voiced her opinion of the 2012
film “Spring Breakers,” stating that
it was “a perfect blend of art and
commerce.” Well said.

Photo Courtesy: cdn.hitfix.com

“[The girls] finally reunite in this week’s episode ... titled, “Beach
House,” which incidentally takes place at a beach .”
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Is Senioritis Taking its Toll? Have You
Made your Post Graduation Plans Yet?

Kira Zimney
Asst. Opinion Editor
Is senioritis hitting you quick this winter? If
you’re a freshman reading this, don’t think that
this common cold can’t hit you too. All of us
college students face course overload and try to
balance everything, taking on so much more (or
less) than we were used to in high school.
We have four (or more) short years of college;
the time we spend here will go by fast, like it or
not. I’ll admit it is scary to hear family relatives
repeatedly tell me how fast college will go by.
Thank you, I am aware, please don’t spoil it for
me. Two days ago felt like last semester, and now
I have to worry about classes other than LSEM? It
is going by quickly.
It seems depressing when I start to think about
just how fast four years will go; it’s like a dark cloud
looming over me. But I have to face the reality of
the situation: college doesn’t last forever. This
brings me to the real question. What in the world

am I going to do when I have to leave Longwood?
Unfortunately, freshmen, that dark cloud never
leaves you as the years go on. Of course, I don’t
think that graduating and moving on is a negative
thing. Regardless of if you know what you want
to do right when you graduate or if you are still
considering your options, the idea of becoming
an adult in the “workforce” gives everyone a little
nervous energy. Whether you would like to admit
it or not, most college-age students think about
their future quite often. Despite whether or not
you wish to show how you feel, everyone gets
scared about life after graduation.
It’s perfectly okay to be anxious/nervous/
scared/excited, petrified even, especially when
you think about entering the real world. Living in
a residence hall isn’t an option, there will be no
dining hall and not much will be prepaid. Don’t
worry, though. During these four years, you’ll
figure out your own career path, or just your own
path, and follow it. Sure, it might be scary, but
everyone gets scared once in a while. You have

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

This may not be your usual letter to the Editor. In
fact, this is actually a letter to current Longwood
students. I am nearby resident in a wheelchair
due to a rare neuromuscular disorder that gradually takes physical abilities away. I don’t want
sympathy; I love life. Since I have had much taken
away it is vital to my interdependency to do what
I can for myself.
I was heartbroken when, recently, my husband
dropped me off at Wal-mart to pick up a few
things quickly while he ran an errand. However,
there were no shopping baskets which I needed
for the type of items on my list. After searching

Dear Rotunda Staff,
I write to express my thoughts and
ideas after reading the recent column by “Candy Cane,” published in
The Rotunda last week. I saw the article, because I came back to attend
the Hall of Fame banquet honoring
past athletes, and to watch the basketball game with friends.
On Saturday, I was standing in
Bedford at a pre-game Happy Hour
drinking a beer listening to funny
stories, laughing, when a member of
the Board of Visitors approached me
holding the paper asking, “Have you
read this? I had not. We sat down.
Initially, I focused on the disrespect
aspect of the article. The following
ideas came to my mind;
It’s disrespectful to President Reveley and it works against his efforts

for a basket myself, I asked customer service and
two managers for assistance. That’s when I was
informed that they did not have shopping baskets
for customers who needed them because “Longwood college students like taking them”.
I know the stress of college and sometimes you
need to let steam off and have fun. Longwood
and its students are important to our community.
Many of you give back to our community with
your time and generosity. I thank you for that. I
know you have big hearts but someone amongst
you is making all of you look bad. I do know its
just a few people.
Just remember next time your having fun if the
consequences effect an innocent person than it

to positively promote one of the oldest schools in the country. It’s disrespectful of HIS father as well, the
president of William and Mary.
It’s works against the future of
Longwood. It tears us down and
brings us to a base level. At a time
when President Reveley is opening
doors, and getting word out about
how special and old and honorable
this place is, your base and embarrassing article closes them.
It’s disrespectful of the entire
Longwood community; its faculty,
its present students, its alumni body.
It’s disrespectful of the founders
and their noble purposes. This university was built by men who believed women deserved to be educated. The buildings are named for
them.
And then I began to think sadly

to believe you worked your way through college
to get to graduation. Senior or not, focus on what
you can do to achieve those future goals, because
the nerves will still be there regardless.
When considering the list of differences
between college and high school life, I would most
definitely add thinking about post-graduation,
pre-real-world life under the college column.
More closely, I would say having to decide what
exactly I want to do when the time comes. In high
school, you brush it off and say, “I don’t have to
think about that now,” but then you enter college
thinking the same thing. Before you know it, a few
months go by, maybe a semester or two, and then
you realize, “Wow, I should really start thinking
about what I want to do, now.”
It’s great if you do know what field you want
to go into, but you don’t have to know. As long as
you’re thinking about post-graduation blues, just
realize that it’s important to begin thinking about
your options.

is not the kind of behavior that makes you a respectful young adult. Wal-mart had to order more
baskets because they have none. It would be a
great gesture if some groups or students made
up for the lack of judgement that a few showed
by paying for the new baskets. For those few students I challenge you to take the baskets back or
spend some time volunteering with groups that
help people with disabilities. Please, remember
before you act how it may effect an innocent person. Listen to your heart before making your next
decision. Thank you.
God bless,
Angie Wilkerson

about who the student(s) was or
were, who wrote it and I began to
think; I am sorry your past has failed
to educate you. I am sorry you don’t
see that you represent Longwood.
I am sorry you don’t see yourself as
a part of a much greater thing, than
yourself.
I am sorry that the power you have
in representing us, doesn’t push to
make us all look great. I am sorry
that no one helped you develop your
character. I am sorry that you live in
a country that bombards you with
the message that SEX is the way.
I am sorry that you don’t respect
much, not even yourself, but I understand why.
My hope is this. May your future
days at Longwood teach you much.
May you learn from your mistakes.
May you learn to make better choic-

es for yourself. May this event connect you with alumni who love this
place. And finally, may you change
your heart and mind.
For whatever is noble, whatever
is right, whatever is pure, whatever
is lovely, whatever is admirable--if
anything is excellent or praiseworthy--think about such things. Philippians 4:8
Sincerely and affectionately,
Cindy Robertson ‘81
Alumni Board member
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Pillow
Talk

Candy Kane
Columnist

From what people have told me,
there is a large amount of Longwood
students who use the online dating
website OkCupid.com. On OkCupid,
members make a profile, answer
questions and then get matched to
other profiles that are similar and
compatible. Members can then
contact these other people to ask to
meet, hang out, hook up or start a
relationship.
I see some problems with online
dating, and they all boil down to one
big concern: does the person you are
messaging live near you?
We’ll start with an answer of “yes”
because this is where I have the least
issues. Say you’re a girl who receives
a message from a fellow Lancer
asking you to hook up. You look at
his profile and pictures and maybe
he looks cute or he’s on a sports team
or you creep on his Facebook page
and see that you both really love a
certain TV show. Whatever makes
you reply to him and agree to hook
up is perfectly okay (just make sure
he is, indeed, a Lancer.) The problem
I see comes with the aftermath.
Perhaps you have a class with
him or he’s actually the roommate
of the boyfriend of a girl your best
friend knew in high school. You now
have a connection to him. You see
him everywhere. Is it awkward? Did
you two decide it was a one-time
deal and you’re done? If you did, it
could, in fact, be a bit awkward. If
you two decided you could see each
other again but you haven’t planned
anything and now you’re forced
into dinner at the dining hall with
your mutual friends, it could also be
awkward.
What should you do? Forget
about it. Ignore the awkwardness.
You two both decided to have this

The Top Factors to be Aware of
when using Online Dating Sites
one-night stand and part ways, and
there is nothing wrong with that. If
you happen to run into each other,
pretend you don’t know him or
pretend you never did anything, and
you guys can just be friends. If one of
you does end up having feelings, just
talk about it!
Like I said, I don’t have many
problems with dating in your area,
as long as you’re still cautious, so
I’m going to move on. That being
said, if you have questions or need
more detailed advice about dating
someone from your area, feel free
to send me a message on Tumblr at
www.askcandykane.tumblr.com/
ask. You don’t need an account to
send a message, and your question
will remain anonymous when I
answer it.
Let’s move on to where I have
the most qualms: the person you’re
contacting doesn’t live in your area.
This gets tricky. What is “your
area?” If you have a car and can easily
drive to see someone in another city
and the two of you can work out
who drives where, when and how
often, then good for you. You have
something good going.
But I’d still be a bit worried at the
beginning. If someone from the next
town over wants to just hook up, how
do you know you can trust them to
be who they say they are? He could
actually be that 20-year-old who
goes to UVA instead of the 45-yearold man your parents warned you
about; but that doesn’t mean he
won’t try to still have sex with you if
you change your mind about having
sex with him. It doesn’t mean that
he won’t try to pursue a relationship
after you said it would only be a onenight stand.
When friends tell me they’re
driving out of town to meet a guy
who messaged them online, I always
start imagining the worst, and I

always tell them to investigate the
guy and be safe. Tell more than one
friend where you’re going to be, and
make sure your car has a full tank of
gas.
The same things worry me if you
decide to invite a guy or girl from
online over to your place, and I
have a few specific worries for
that situation. First, how do you
know this person won’t try to rob
you? How do you know they won’t
attack your roommates or stalk you
after you turn them down for a full
relationship?
I’m not saying that you shouldn’t
meet people from the Internet;
I’m saying you should ask yourself
these questions about each new
person who messages you or who
you message first. These are all
worst-case scenarios and may never
happen, but it’s good to be aware of
the potential danger so that you can
be prepared.
So do I have qualms about longdistance relationships that started
online? Damn right I do. I have
qualms
about
long-distance
relationships, in general. The ones
that start online are scrutinized
through the above worries, but those
that start online and become serious,
trusting relationships, as well as the
serious, trusting relationships that
start in person, come with their own
worries as time moves on.
If you never or rarely see each
other, you can start to worry that the
other person will move on and find
someone else – that they’ll cheat on
you and then break it off. You can
also start to worry if you’ll be the one
who starts to feel distant first.
Not only that, but it’s deciding
when you will see each other to make
this work. Do you need to see each
other every day or every weekend?
Who drives to see whom? Is it an
every-other-weekend kind of thing?

PROPS & D R O P S

Props to:
+ Cook Out
+ Warm weather
+ Spring Break
+ Slurpees
+ Jamaica’s bobsled team
+ The omelets in D-Hall
+ Clean laundry
+ Bagels

What if someone misses a weekend
because of work or school?
These decisions put a lot of stress
on the relationship, and you should
be aware of that when you and your
partner start talking about them.
The biggest decision is how long
the relationship is going to last. If you
can’t make the long-distance thing
work, even if there isn’t someone
else, if there is just too much going on
and there is too much of a distance
to easily travel with your schedules,
then you two need to talk it out and
solve it. If that means breaking it off
for good or trying again when you
have an easier schedule or you’re
closer together, that’s up to you guys.
If you’re making it work, the
big decision is, “Do we move in
together?” and this brings up all
sorts of decisions that all couples
have to talk about. Whose state, city,
house? Who keeps their job and who
has to find a new one? Do we move
someone completely different and
start over?
At some point in your life, you’re
most likely going to have to think
about these questions. But for right
now, I worry about the present. I
want you to ask yourself if it’s safe to
go meet this guy or invite this other
person back to your apartment. I
want you to know, generally, what
you’re getting yourself into with this.
Is it a one-night stand, or can you
call this person whenever you need
sex? Do you see yourself getting to
know this person and trying out a
serious relationship, or are you just
having a semester fling?
Know what you want out of your
OkCupid connections and know
how to be safe when you go to
meet them, even if they are from
Longwood.
And, as always, if you have any
questions, message me at www.
askcandykane.tumblr.com/ask.

Drops to:
- Needing roommates to fill a lease
- Midterms
- Not having a Chipotle in Farmville
- Dropping food on your clothes
- Stomach flu
- Research
- Lost pets
- Leaking ceilings
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Women’s Lacrosse Team Picks up First Win
Eric Hobeck
Sports Editor
The LU women’s lacrosse team picked up their
first win of 2014 in a big way on Sunday, beating
Delaware State 23-3 in Farmville.
The win came after their scheduled Friday game
at Elon was postponed due to the snow and ice
that swept through the South last week.
It was dominance from start to finish for the
Lancers (1-1) against the Hornets, as LU scored
13 goals in the first half alone.
Katie McHugh scored her first goal of the day
at 28:46 before Delaware State tied it 25 seconds
later. It wouldn’t be tied for long, however, as

McHugh scored off of a Kacey Norwood assist less
than a minute later.
After that, the floodgates opened as Longwood
scored seven goals over roughly ten minutes of
play. Seven Lancers scored in the first half as they
took a 13-1 lead into halftime.
It didn’t get any tougher in the second half, as
five goals in the first eight minutes only increased
the Lancer advantage.
Cris Glenn and Emily Etkins both scored in the
second half for DSU – Etkins’ goal in the second
half was her second of the day – but it was virtually
for naught and a total of ten Longwood players
found the net.
Head Coach Elaine Jones said, “I’m really pleased

with the overall effort today. I think it was a great
team effort. Anytime you have ten different goal
scorers and six different assisters, it shows a very
balanced team effort. I thought we did a good job
defensively, as well. Shiloh McKenzie hustled,
especially in the midfield, and was instrumental
in causing turnovers and getting to ground balls.”
Longwood also led in assists 16-0, shots 42-12,
ground balls 25-12 and draw controls 15-13.
Christian Acker made three saves in the winning
effort. McHugh had six goals followed by Norwood
with four and Rachel DiGiulian and Sarah Butler
with three.
CONTINUED ON PG. 15

(Top Left) Katie McHugh rushes past Megan Card of the Delaware State University Hornets. McHugh scored six goals total, the highest of the game. (Top Right)
Sarah Arndt, no. 13, is blocked by a Hornets player. (Bottom) Rachel DiGiulian goes to score a goal. DiGiulian scored a total of three goals throughout the game.

Photos By: Staff
Photographer Laura
Clarke
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Baseball Wins One of
Two Games against East
Tennessee State University

Women’s Basketball
Loses Two Road
Conference Games

Travis Lyles  
Contributor

Anthony Rinaldi
Contributor

The Lancer baseball
squad
traveled
to
East Tennessee State
University
this
past
weekend and played a
three game series against
the Bucs, who won the
Atlantic Sun Conference
in 2013.
The series was due to be
played Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, but because
of weather, the clubs
played one game Sunday
and two games Monday.
Sunday’s match was a
back-and-forth struggle
between the teams, but
Longwood (1-2) was able
to pull it out in the end by
a score of 6-4.
The Lancers’ No. 1
pitcher Aaron Myers got
the win throwing the first
eight innings while giving
up nine hits and four
earned runs with seven
strikeouts.
Sophomore
Travis
Burnette came on in the
ninth inning to record the
save.
On the offensive side,
the Lancers came out
swinging, led by junior
outfielder Brandon Delk,
who was 2-for-4 with a
two-run home run and
two RBI.
ETSU jumped ahead
early in the second inning

2-0, but faltered down
the stretch as the Lancers
outscored them 6-2 in the
final seven innings.
Senior captains Alex
Owens
and
Matt
Dickason added two hits
apiece.
Monday sported a
double header between
the teams and was a
much different story than
Sunday.
In the first game, ETSU
broke open a 3-3 tie in
the seventh and eighth,
scoring two runs in each,
and went on to win, 7-3.
Junior Brandon Vick
went the first six innings,
giving up three earned
runs on 10 hits while
recording three strikeouts
and a walk.
Blake Ream, a
sophomore who is known
for his hard throwing but
struggles to find the zone
at times, got the loss in
one inning pitched, giving
up two earned runs.
The Lancers were at
striking distance until
the eighth when two
key errors plagued any
chance of a comeback,
allowing the Bucs to
increase their lead late.
The second game
showed
the
Lancers
weren’t ready to go home,
as they jumped out early,
2-0, and led by that
margin till the fifth.

ETSU answered, scoring
two runs off back-to-back
doubles, followed by a
single from Jeremy Taylor,
who was 4-for-6 on the
day.
Longwood then quickly
bounced back in the
sixth, scoring two runs
off an abundance of
hits, including a triple
by Dickason and an
RBI double by Kyri
Washington.
The Bucs kept the power
struggle going, tying the
game up with two runs in
the seventh.
The two teams kept
battling and went into
extras where ETSU stole
a win in the 12th, scoring
off a two-out fielding
error off an infield popup.
Longwood totaled five
errors in the last two
games and left 18 runners
on base over the course of
the weekend.
The Lancers take to the
road again tonight against
in-state
rival
James
Madison University at 4
p.m. before coming home
this weekend to host the
Marist University Red
Foxes in a 4-game series
in Farmville.

Last week the Lancers had
two road Big South games, and
they lost both.
The first game was at Gardner-Webb on Thursday. Longwood (7-19, 4-13 Big South)
forced the tightly contested
game into overtime.
Gardner-Webb started the
game on an 11-2 run, but Longwood responded, making the
game close.
Both teams traded baskets
with one another until the end
of the first half where GardnerWebb had the lead of 35-33.
The game continued to be
close in the second half, and
not one team could get an edge
over the other.
Deborah Headen scored a
game-tying jump shot that tied
the game at 64 a piece, sending
the game into overtime.
Daeisha Brown had a chance
to tie the game up at the free
throw line and made her first
shot but missed the second.
Longwood grabbed the offensive rebound and put up a last
second shot, but the ball rolled
off the rim and the final score
was 74-73.
Brown and Raven Williams
both recorded 15 points each.
Williams also added seven assists and Treasure Avery led the
team in rebounds, grabbing 10.
The Lancers then travelled
to Asheville, NC to play UNCAsheville but dropped that de-

cision also. Both teams traded
baskets and possessions early
before Asheville went on a 9-0
run, lasting five minutes to
take the lead from the Lancers.
Longwood would answer back
but UNCA responded and took
the biggest lead of the half with
27-15.
The Lancers responded
thanks to the efforts of Kyndal
Skersick and Brenna Robbins
getting the team back into the
game.
The Bulldogs responded
with a run of their own, as did
Longwood, but they went into
the half down 36-31.
Asheville took a 10-point
lead in the early part of the
second half, but Williams and
Brown responded strong for
the Lancers, cutting the lead
to six. UNCA responded with
a 14-6 run for six minutes,
which gave them the lead 6147 with under five minutes to
play. UNCA won 69-52 over the
Lancers, who have lost three in
a row.
Skersick had a team-high
11 points, six rebounds and one
steal in her effort to win. Brown
and Robbins both added nine
points each to the stat sheet,
and Avery tied the team with
six rebounds.
The team has three home
games left before the Big South
Conference Tournament: Winthrop on Thursday at 7 p.m. followed by Radford on Saturday
at 2 p.m. and Liberty on March
1 at 2 p.m.

Women’s Lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PG. 14

Lauren Prasnicki led the team with seven assists.
Thanks to their numbers, the Lancers swept the Big South Conference
weekly awards this week with Norwood getting Offensive Player of the
Week, McKenzie Defensive Player of the Week and DiGiulian being
named Freshman of the Week.
Up next for the team is a home game against Virginia Tech out of the
ACC, and it is currently scheduled to be the team’s only game between
now and spring break.

Photo By: Staff Photographer Laura Clarke

Katie McHugh and Laren Prasnicki go in for a victory hug.
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Men’s Basketball Wins One, Loses One and
Prepares for Big South Conference Tournament
Eric Hobeck
Sports Editor
The LU men’s basketball team had a rollercoaster week, losing to Winthrop at home with
a bad performance from start to finish, before
turning around and crushing Campbell on the
road to improve the team’s prospects as the Big
South Tournament rapidly approaches.
At home on Wednesday against Winthrop, a bad
start doomed the team as they lost 76-59. The
squad played in front of a full student section
on Greek Day; the game had been pushed back
three hours due to snow and tipped off at 4 p.m.
The Eagles got off to an early 9-0 lead, as two
fastbreaks on four possessions led Longwood
coach Jayson Gee to call for time. Longwood
(8-19, 3-9 Big South) never got as close as five,
however, as Winthrop refused to let up on either
end of the floor. The Lancers trailed by as many as
25 (6:39 left in the first).
“We just have not been very good on
Wednesdays,” Gee said afterward. “I don’t know
whether it was the game time [being] moved up, I
don’t know. And I’m paid to know that.
“We can be in a slump defensively, but we’ve still
got to be better defensively. They shot 47 percent,
60 percent in the first half, and you can’t win
basketball games like that,” he added.
One of the more interesting occurrences during
the game was the Lancers’ inability to make
layups, with Gee saying that they missed around
15. “When you miss layups, particularly early in
the game, you give a team an opportunity to get
out on you. We had a couple layups, and we didn’t
hit them. That has been a nemesis for us … we’re
just not finishing well around the basket.”
The tide turned for the Lancers on the road
on Saturday. Longwood seemingly dominated
as soon as they stepped off the bus and throttled
Campbell, 76-53. Lucas Woodhouse led four
Lancers in double figures with 18 points, followed
by Tristan Carey with 17, Karl Ziegler with 14 and
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Sophomore Lucas Woodhouse goes for a layup in the game against Winthrop last Wednesday.
Darrion Allen with 11. Carey also had a gamehigh 13 rebounds. The first half told much of
the tale with Longwood out-scoring the Camels
46-13 in that period. Campbell shot 4-for-21
from the field, including 2-for-13 from three.
Longwood also out-rebounded Campbell 24-7 in
that half. Campbell brought their game together
in the second half and won that frame 40-30, but
it wasn’t close to being enough to come back and
win.
Gee said their efforts may have been helped
by watching the movie “Lone Survivor” the
night before, adding, “This team played inspired
tonight and they showed what I believe Longwood

Basketball is going to eventually be about … the
caliber of defense is what I’m all about and what
we’ll eventually have in a full-time capacity.”
The game set a couple of Longwood records,
including fewest first-half points allowed in a half
since Division I scheduling began in 2004 (13)
and biggest win over a Big South team since they
joined the league last season (23).
The team has three games over the next week
as the regular season winds down: home against
Radford tonight at 7 p.m., home against High
Point at 5 p.m. on Saturday and at Liberty at 7
p.m. next Tuesday.
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[Left] Tristan Carey fights off Winthrop’s defense in Wednesday’s home game. [Right] Darrion Allen dunks the ball, scoring two points for LU.

